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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the existing platforms (e.g., nesC/TinyOS [1])
for developing sensor network programs use event-driven
programming model [2]. As identified in [2], [3], while an
event-driven platform has the potential to simplify concurrency
by reducing race conditions and deadlocks, the programmer is
responsible for stack management and flow control.

To simplify programming sensor networks, several macro-
programming primitives are proposed (e.g., [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9]). However, they have the following important
drawbacks: (1) the designer of such primitives has to still
implement them in a typical sensor network platform (e.g.,
nesC/TinyOS), (2) if existing primitives are insufficient or need
to be extended to deal with hardware/software developments
then domain experts have to rely on experts in sensor networks,
and (3) most of these primitives still require the programmer
to specify protocols in nesC/TinyOS platform.

In this paper, we focus on application of abstract network
protocols/distributed programs towards prototyping sensor net-
works. Such abstract programs exist for several applications,
e.g., leader election, routing, etc. These protocols are often
specified in terms of simple event-driven actions where the
program responds to actions in the environment or previous
actions taken by the program. Due to abstract nature of these
programs, they are easy to specify, verify and manipulate.

However, they cannot be applied directly in sensor net-
works as the model of computation in sensor networks (write
all with collision) differs from that (read/write or shared-
memory) used in abstract protocols. To deal with this problem,
in this paper, we propose ProSe, a programming tool for
sensor networks. ProSe enables the developers to (1) specify
protocols in simple, abstract models (e.g., read/write model,
shared-memory model), (2) reuse existing fault-tolerant/self-
stabilizing protocols from the literature in the context of sensor
networks, and (3) automatically generate and deploy code.

ProSe helps overcome deficiencies of existing event-
driven programming platforms for sensor networks (e.g.,
nesC/TinyOS) that require the programmers to deal with sev-
eral challenges including buffer management, stack manage-
ment, and flow control. We expect that ProSe will enable the
developers to rapidly prototype and quickly deploy protocols.

II. PROSE: OVERVIEW AND CASE STUDY

In this section, we present an overview of ProSe and discuss
case studies on rapid prototyping of sensor network protocols.

A. Program Structure and Computation Models

The programs in ProSe are specified in terms of guarded
commands; each command/action is of the form:

guard −→ statement,

where guard is a predicate over program variables, and
statement updates program variables. An action g −→ st is
enabled when g evaluates to true and to execute that action,
st is executed. A computation model limits the variables that
an action can read and write. Towards this end, we split the
program actions into a set of processes (i.e., sensors). Each
action is associated with one of the processes in the program.

• Shared-memory model. In this model, in one atomic
step, a sensor can read its state as well as its neighbors
and write its own (public and private) variables.

• Read/Write model. In this model, in one atomic step, a
sensor can either (1) read the state of one of its neighbors,
or (2) write its own variables.

• Write all with collision (WAC) model. In this model,
each sensor consists of write actions (to be precise, write-
all actions). Specifically, in one atomic action, a sensor
can update its own state and the state of all its neighbors.
However, if two or more sensors simultaneously try to
update the state of a sensor, say k, then the state of k

remains unchanged. Thus, this model captures the fact
that a message sent by a sensor is broadcast. But, if
multiple messages are sent to a sensor simultaneously
then, due to collision, it receives none.

The WAC model can be effectively used to model com-
putations in sensor networks. Recently, approaches have been
proposed for transforming programs into WAC model. They
can be classified as: (a) TDMA based deterministic transfor-
mation [10] and (b) CSMA based probabilistic transformation
[11]. In TDMA based transformation, in WAC model, each
sensor executes the actions for which the corresponding guard
is enabled in the TDMA slots assigned to that sensor. And,
each sensor writes (broadcasts) its state to all its neighbors



in its TDMA slots. In [11], cached sensor transform (CST)
is proposed that allows one to correctly simulate a program
written for shared-memory model in sensor networks.

B. Programming Architecture

The programming architecture of ProSe is shown in Figure
1. ProSe automatically transforms the input guarded com-
mands program into a program in WAC model. Then, ProSe
generates the corresponding nesC/TinyOS code. Furthermore,
ProSe wires the generated code with a MAC layer to im-
plement the write-all action in the WAC model. The MAC
layer provides an interface for broadcasting (i.e., writing all
neighbors) and receiving WAC messages. Now, the designer
can use the TinyOS platform to build the binary of the nesC
code. This binary image can then be disseminated across the
network using a network reprogramming service. (We refer the
reader to [12] for nesC code snapshots generated by ProSe.)
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Fig. 1. Programming architecture of ProSe

C. Case Study

In this section, we illustrate ProSe to generate network and
application services for sensor networks.

1) Routing Tree Maintenance Program (RTMP): We spec-
ify RTMP in shared-memory model in ProSe as shown in Fig-
ure 2 1. This program is based on logical grid routing program
proposed in [14]. In this program, sensors are arranged in a
logical grid. The program constructs a spanning tree with the
base station as the root. The base station is located at 〈0, 0〉
of the logical grid. Each sensor classifies its neighbors as high
or low neighbors depending on their (logical) distance to the
base station. Also, each sensor maintains a variable, called
inversion count. The inversion count of t he base station is
0. If a sensor chooses one of its low neighbors as its parent,
then it sets its inversion count to that of its parent. Otherwise,
it sets its inversion count to inversion count of its parent +

1ProSe provides the abstraction which allows a sensor (say, j) to determine
whether its neighbor (say, k) is alive or failed. Towards this end, in the input
program, sensor j can just access the public variable up.k; if up.k is TRUE

(respectively, FALSE) then k is alive (respectively, failed). ProSe provides
implementation of this variable using heartbeat protocol (e.g., [13]).

1. Furthermore, to deal with the problem of cycles, if the
inversion count exceeds a certain threshold (CMAX), the
sensor removes itself from the tree.

1 program RoutingTreeMaintenance
2 sensor j;
3 const int CMAX;
4 var
5 public int inv.j, d.j;
6 public boolean up.j;
7 private int p.j;
8 begin
9(d.k < d.j) && (up.k == TRUE) &&

10(inv.k < CMAX) && (inv.k < inv.j)
11 -> p.j = k; inv.j = inv.k;
12| (d.k < d.j) && (up.k == TRUE) &&
13(inv.k+1 < CMAX) && (inv.k+1 < inv.j)
14 -> p.j =k; inv.j = inv.k+1;
15| (p.j != NULL) &&
16 ((up.(p.j) == FALSE) || (inv.(p.j) >= CMAX) ||
17 ((d.(p.j) < dist.j) && (inv.j != inv.(p.j))) ||
18 ((d.(p.j) > dist.j) && (inv.j != inv.(p.j)+1)))
19 -> p.j = NULL; inv.j = CMAX;
20| (p.j == NULL) && (inv.j < CMAX)
21 -> inv.j = CMAX;
22 end

Fig. 2. Routing tree maintenance program in shared-memory model

We used ProSe to automatically transform the program
into nesC using the TDMA based transformation [10]. ProSe
also wires SS-TDMA MAC layer [15] with the generated
program. We simulated the generated program (ProSe-RTMP)
and MintRoute [16] using TOSSIM [17]. The base station is
located at 〈0, 0〉 (i.e., sensor 0) and the inter-sensor separation
is 10 ft. We choose 90% as the link reliability. Each sensor
executes the write-all action of the program once in every
2 seconds. And, in MintRoute, the sensors exchange routing
information every 2 seconds. Once the initial routing tree
is constructed, we simultaneously fail some sensors (up to
100 sensors in case of 20x20 network) and measure the
convergence time. The results are shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Simulations results with 90% link reliability: (a) initial latency and
(b) convergence time. Note that the black bars in the convergence time graph
shows the active radio time during the convergence period.

As observed from Figure 3(b), MintRoute converges to a
new routing tree quickly. By contrast, ProSe-RTMP converges
within 30-50 seconds. We note that this behavior is not because
of prototyping with ProSe. Rather, it is because of the nature
of the original protocol specified with ProSe. MintRoute is



pessimistic in nature, i.e., it maintains a moving average of link
estimates of all active links of a sensor all the time. Hence,
when sensors fail, it converges to a new tree quickly. By
contrast, RTMP program is optimistic in nature, i.e., whenever
a sensor chooses one of its neighbors as its parent, it does not
change its parent unless the parent has failed or the tree is
corrupted. On the other hand, the active radio time during
recovery is small with ProSe-RTMP.

2) Intruder Interceptor Program: In this section, we
demonstrate the potential of ProSe to program such application
level services. We consider the pursuer-evader tracking pro-
gram proposed in [18]. We specify the evader-centric program
from [18] in shared-memory model as shown in Figure 4.
In this program, sensors maintain a tracking structure rooted
at the evader. The pursuer follows this tracking structure to
intercept the evader. Whenever the pursuer arrives at a sensor
(say, k), it consults k to determine its next move. Specifically,
the pursuer moves to the parent of k. And, since the pursuer
is faster than the evader, it eventually intercepts the evader.

1 program PursuerEvaderTracking
2 sensor j;
3 var
4 public int distance.j, timeStamp.j, p.j;
5 private boolean isEvaderHere.j;
6 begin
7(isEvaderHere.j == TRUE)
8 -> p.j = j; distance.j = 0; timeStamp.j = TIME;
9| (timeStamp.k > timeStamp.j) ||

10 ((timeStamp.k == timeStamp.j) &&
11 (distance.k+1 < distance.j))
12 -> p.j = k; timeStamp.j = timeStamp.k;
13 distance.j = distance.k+1;
14 end

Fig. 4. Pursuer-evader tracking program in shared-memory model

We used ProSe to automatically transform the program
into nesC using the TDMA based transformation [10] and
simulated using TOSSIM [17]. The inter-sensor separation is
10 ft and the TDMA period in SS-TDMA is 0.78 seconds.
We choose the link reliability to be 90%. In our simulations,
we use a virtual pursuer and a virtual evader (i.e., modelled
using global variables). For more details, we refer the reader
to [12]. The ratio of the speed of pursuer movement to evader
movement is 1:2. We did two sets of simulations: (1) pursuer at
〈0, 0〉 (i.e., sensor 0) and (2) pursuer is initially near the center.
In both these scenarios, the evader is initially located at the
corner (i.e., at 〈N−1, N−1〉 on a NxN grid). The simulation
results of the generated program are shown in Figure 5. These
simulations demonstrate that the program generated by ProSe
is competitive to manually designed protocols.

III. SUMMARY

ProSe hides low-level details from the designer. Addition-
ally, as discussed in [12], ProSe: (1) provides abstractions to
deal with faults in sensor networks such as state corruption,
message loss, and failure of sensors/links, (2) preserves fault-
tolerance properties of original guarded commands program
during transformation, (3) allows programmers to invoke nesC
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Fig. 5. Tracking latency of the generated program

components/methods in guarded commands, and (4) allows
programmers to specify priorities of different actions. We
expect ProSe to enable domain experts design sensor network
protocols rather than experts in sensor networks.
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